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Welcome to Annapolis Royal!

Bienvenue à Annapolis Royal!

As the venue for the 2015 conference, Annapolis Royal
hosts a rich architectural and conservation history. If we
had a longitudinal section of it, we would probably see a
series of historical events, starting with the first
European settlement and its relations with the First
Nations, to its fascinating history of transport in the 19th
century, the designation of Fort Anne--Canada’s first
National Historic Site--and the reconstruction of
Champlain’s Port Royal, and the extensive conservation
and development projects of the 1970s and 1980s.

Hôte du congrès 2015, Annapolis Royal possède une
histoire riche en architecture et en conservation. Si nous
en avions une coupe longitudinale, nous pourrions sans
doute voir une suite d’événements historiques allant du
premier établissement européen et de ses relations
avec les Premières Nations, à la fascinante histoire du
transport au XIXe siècle, sans oublier la désignation de
Fort Anne – premier lieu historique national du Canada
–, la reconstruction de Port Royal associée à
Champlain, ainsi que les nombreux projets de
conservation et de mise en valeur développés dans les
décennies 1970 et 1980.

From Architecture to Conservation

De l’architecture à la conservation

Nestled between theory and practice, the study of
architecture in Canada has been nurtured over the
years by professionals and enthusiasts, scholars
and practitioners, and was expanded through the
developments of traditional fields such as history,
architectural history, landscape architecture and
urban planning, but also through the organization of
recent fields of study such as heritage
conservation. As the Society for the Study of
Architecture in Canada has roots in the heritage
awakening of the 1970s and was put together as a
call for understanding our built environment, we
invite sessions that explore the evolution of related
spheres of study that poured into it.

Nichée entre la théorie et la pratique, l’étude de
l’architecture au Canada a été nourrie au fil des ans
par les professionnels et les passionnés, les érudits
et les praticiens, et s’est enrichie à même les
développements des domaines d’études
traditionnels comme l’histoire, l’histoire de
l’architecture, l’architecture du paysage et
l’urbanisme, mais aussi grâce à l’apport de plus
récents champs d’étude comme la conservation du
patrimoine. Partant du fait que la Société pour
l’étude de l’architecture au Canada puise ses
sources dans les grandes prises de conscience
patrimoniales des années 1970 et s’est articulée
comme un appel à comprendre notre
environnement bâti, le congrès 2015 souhaite
recevoir des propositions de sessions qui explorent
l’évolution de champs d’étude ayant contribué à
l’étude de l’architecture.
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The conference venues

Les lieux du congrès

Annapolis Royal is relatively small, with
everything being located within a 15-minute walk.
St. George Street crosses the town and links all
of our venues.

Annapolis Royal n’est pas très grand, ce qui
permet d’avoir accès à tout dans un rayon de 15
minutes de marche. St. George est la rue
principale qui traverse la ville et relie les
différents lieux du congrès.

The opening reception will take place on
Wednesday May 27, at 8pm, at the Historic
Gardens, 441 St. George Street
(http://www.historicgardens.com/). Come and
meet the other conference participants after
dinner, in a relaxed atmosphere. In a beautiful
setting overlooking a tidal river valley, the Historic
Gardens is a premiere Nova Scotia attraction
showcasing gardening methods, designs and
materials representing more than four hundred
years of local history. It has been awarded the
title of Canadian Garden of the Year for 2015.
Registration and all sessions will take place on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday morning, at the
St. George and St. Andrew United Church,
located at the corner of St. George Street and
Prince Albert Road. Aside from the sanctuary, the
building contains two comfortable rooms to host
all of our concurrent sessions under one roof.
The Annual General Meeting will also take place
here, at lunch time on Friday (lunch included).
Mark your calendar!
Our annual 2015 conference will come to an end
with a closing banquet on Saturday evening May
30th, at the hall of St. Luke’s Anglican Church.
Nested in the middle of Annapolis Royal, facing
the garrison cemetery, St. Luke's Church was
completed in 1822 to replace an earlier Anglican
church. The building was enlarged and modified
over time, but it has kept its colonial charm.

La cérémonie et les mots d’ouverture se
dérouleront mercredi le 27 mai, à 20h, aux
Jardins Historiques (Historic Gardens), situés au
441 rue St. George
(http://www.historicgardens.com/). Après avoir
soupé, venez y rencontrer les autres participants
du congrès dans une atmosphère décontractée.
Situé dans un décor enchanteur qui surplombe
une vallée dont la rivière est soumise à l’action
de la marée, les Jardins Historiques sont un site
important pour la Nouvelle-Écosse et
comprennent différentes méthodes de jardinage,
de concepts et de matériaux qui témoignent de
plus de quatre siècles d’histoire locale. Ils se sont
d’ailleurs mérité le titre de Jardin canadien de
l’année 2015.
L’inscription et les séances auront lieu les jeudi,
vendredi et samedi matin à l’église unie St.
George et St. Andrew, sise à l’intersection des
rues St. George et Prince Albert. Mis à part son
sanctuaire, l’édifice possède deux salles
confortables qui permettront de tenir les séances
en parallèle, sous un même toit. L’assemblée
générale annuelle aura également lieu ici, sur
l’heure du lunch vendredi (lunch inclus).
Inscrivez-le à votre calendrier!
Notre congrès annuel 2015 se terminera par un
banquet samedi soir le 30 mai, dans la salle
paroissiale de l’église anglicane St. Luke’s.
Nichée au cœur d’Annapolis Royal, face au
cimetière de la garnison, l’église St. Luke’s a été
terminée en 1822 et sa construction avait pour
objectif de remplacer une église anglicane plus
ancienne. Le bâtiment a été agrandi et modifié au
fil des ans, mais elle n’a rien perdu de son
charme colonial.
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PROGRAMME
Wednesday, May 27
Historic Gardens, 441 St. George Street

Mercredi, 27 mai
Jardins historiques, 441 rue St. George

19:30 Registration

19h30 Inscription

20:00 Opening ceremony (and light refreshments)
Phyllis Lambert Prize
Keynote speaker

20h00 Cérémonie d’ouverture (et rafraîchissements)
Prix Phyllis-Lambert
Présentateur invité

Thursday, May 28
St. George & St. Andrew United Church,
corner of St. George Street and Prince Albert Road

Jeudi, 28 mai
Église unie St. George et St. Andrew,
angle de la rue St. George et de la route Prince Albert

8:30

Registration

8h30

Inscription

9:00-10:30

Room A: Revivals and imitations in
Canadian architecture (part 1)

9h00-10h30

Salle A: Renaissances et imitations
dans l’architecture canadienne 1

Room B: Exploring Notions of Heritage
and Identity ‐ How Canadian is
Architecture? (part 1)

Salle B: Entre les notions de patrimoine
et d’identité – à quell point l’architecture
est-elle canadienne? 1

10:30-11:00

Coffee break

10h30-11h00

Pause santé

11:00-noon

Room A: Revivals and imitations in
Canadian architecture (part 2)

11h00-midi

Salle A: Renaissances et imitations
dans l’architecture canadienne 2
Salle B: Entre les notions de patrimoine
et d’identité – à quel point l’architecture
est-elle canadienne? 2

Room B: Exploring Notions of Heritage
and Identity ‐ How Canadian is
Architecture? (part 2)
Noon-13:30

Lunch (on your own)

Midi-13h30

Dîner (libre)

13:30-15:00

Room A: Maintaining Nova Scotia’s
Heritage Building Culture: including the
intangible (panel)

13h30-15h00

Salle A: Entretenir la culture du
patrimoine bâti de la Nouvelle-Écosse:
en incluant l’immatériel (panel)
Room B: Architecture et urbanisme
autochtone: théorie, recherche et
construction

Room B: On Indigenous Architecture
and Planning: Theory, Research and
Building
15:00-18:00

Walking tour (included with registration)
Meeting point: St. George & St. Andrew
United Church, following the sessions.
A series of houses and historic
structures located throughout of
Annapolis Royal will be open for you to
visit on Thursday afternoon.

15h00-18h00
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Visite à pied (comprise avec
l’inscription)
Point de rencontre: église unie St.
George et St. Andrew, immédiatement
après les séances. Une série de
demeures et de structures historiques à
travers Annapolis Royal vous ouvriront
leurs portes.
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18:00-21:00

Dinner (on your own) and free time

18h00-21h00

Souper (non compris) et temps libre

21:00

Graveyard – Candlelight tour (included
with registration)
Meeting point: Fort Anne National
Historic Site (next to the Cemetery)
Led by Alan Melanson, Past President
of the Historical Association of
Annapolis Royal and acclaimed
heritage interpreter, participants will be
invited to walk through the layers of
Annapolis Royal history, as tombstones
reveal uncanny stories but also a rich
conservation practice.

21h00

Visite à la lanterne du cimetière
(comprise avec l’inscription)
Point de rencontre: Lieu historique
national de Fort Anne (voisin du
cimetière)
Guidés par Alan Melanson, ancien
président de l’Annapolis Royal
Historical Society et interprète du
patrimoine renommé, les participants
seront invités à marcher à travers les
couches d’histoire d’Annapolis Royal,
tandis que les pierres tombales
révéleront à la fois des histoires
sordides et une riche pratique en
conservation.

Friday, May 29
St. George & St. Andrew United Church,
corner of St. George Street and Prince Albert Road

Vendredi, 29 mai
Église unie St. George et St. Andrew,
angle de la rue St. George et de la route Prince Albert

8:00-9:00

Old Board Meeting

8h00-9h00

Rencontre du bureau de direction

8:30

Registration

8h30

Inscription

9:00-10:30

Room A: Revivals and imitations in
Canadian architecture (part 3)

9h00-10h30

Salle A: Renaissances et imitations
dans l’architecture canadienne 3

Room B: Architectural Historians and
Civic Discourse

Salle B: Les historiens de l’architecture
et le discours public

10:30-11:00

Coffee break

10h30-11h00

Pause santé

11:00-12:30

Room A: Revivals and imitations in
Canadian architecture (part 4)

11h00-12h30

Salle A: Renaissances et imitations
dans l’architecture canadienne 4

Room B: Current Research (part 1:
Studies in Québec and Ontario)

Salle B: Recherches actuelles 1
(Études au Québec et en Ontario)

12:30-14:15

Annual General Meeting
(lunch provided)

12:30-14:15

Assemblée générale annuelle (repas
compris)

14:15-16:45

14:15-16:45

14:15-16:15

Room A: Building, Culture,
Conservation
Room B: Associations and Heritage

16:45-17:00

Coffee break

Salle A: Construction, culture,
conservation
Salle B: Les associations et le
patrimoine

14:15-16:15
16:45-17:00
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17:00-18:00

Room A: Current Research (part 2:
Issues in First nations Architecture)

17:00-18:00

Room B: Current Research (part 3: The
House and its Representations)
18:00-20:00

Dinner on your own and free time

20:00

St. George & St. Andrew Church:
Martin Eli Weil Prize
Public Talk: Dr. Barry Moody “History,
Heritage, and the Revival of Annapolis
Royal”

Salle A: Recherches actuelles 2
(Questions en architecture des
Premières nations)
Salle B: Recherches actuelles 3 (La
demeure et ses représentations)

18:00-20:00

Souper (non compris) et temps libre

20:00

Église unie St. George et St. Andrew:
Martin Eli Weil Prize
Conférencier invité: Dr. Barry Moody
“History, Heritage, and the Revival of
Annapolis Royal”

Saturday, May 30
St. George & St. Andrew United Church,
corner of St. George Street and Prince Albert Road

Samedi, 28 mai
Église unie St. George et St. Andrew,
angle de la rue St. George et de la route Prince Albert

9:00-10:30

9h00-10h30

Room A: Current Research (pt. 4:
Modernity and Tradition)
Room B: Current Research (pt. 5:
Heritage in Atlantic Canada)

10:30-17:30

Bus tour to Port-Royal and Grand Pré
(registration required). Meeting point:
St. George & St. Andrew United
Church, immediately following the
sessions. Join us as we will visit Port
Royal National Historic Site, a
reconstruction of an early 17th-century
French settlement, as well as the
archeological remains of Melanson
Settlement, a pre-Deportation Acadian
community. Our tour will then spend a
few hours at the Grand Pré National
Historic Site, the landscape of which
has been added to UNESCO's World
Heritage List in 2012.

17:30-18:45

Free time

18:45-19:15

Pre-banquet cocktail (registration
required)

19:15

Closing banquet (registration required)

Salle A: Recherche actuelles 4
(Modernité et tradition)
Salle B: Recherche actuelles 5 (Le
patrimoine des provinces atlantiques)

10h30-17h30

Visite en autobus aux LHN de PortRoyal et de Grand Pré (inscription
requise). Point de rencontre: église
unie St. George et St. Andrew,
immédiatement après les séances du
matin. Venez vous joindre à nous
tandis que nous visiterons le lieu
historique national de Port Royal, une
reconstruction d’un établissement
français du début du XVIIe siècle,
ainsi que les vestiges archéologiques
de l’établissement Melanson, une
communauté acadienne d’avant la
Déportation. Notre visite en autobus
passera ensuite quelques heures au
lieu historique national de Grand Pré,
dont le paysage a été ajouté à la liste
du patrimoine mondial en 2012.

17h30-18h45

Temps libre

18h45-19h15

Cocktail avant le banquet (inscription
requise)

19h15

Banquet de fermeture (inscription
requise)
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ABSTRACTS / COMMUNICATIONS
Revivals and imitations in Canadian
architecture
Chair: Jessica Mace
(jessmace@yorku.ca)

Renaissances et imitations dans
l’architecture canadienne
Présidente : Jessica Mace
(jessmace@yorku.ca)

The idea of copying in architecture is nearly
as old as architecture itself. Throughout
history, cultures have borrowed freely from
one another and in many cases, direct
imitations were made (or at least implied),
thereby simultaneously calling upon
traditional readings of architecture and
inscribing new meanings. Architecture in
Canada is certainly no exception to this
historical trend. The nineteenth century, for
instance, was a time in which Canada's
architectural output was dominated by
stylistic revivals, and, on occasion, nearly
direct copies of foreign buildings, all of which
were rationalized in a number of ways. While
subsequent periods in Canadian architecture
did not necessarily make such blatant use of
copies or full–fledged revivals, the influence
of historical architecture still made
appearances, often subtly in the guise of
structural, aesthetic or theoretical qualities.

La notion de copie en architecture est
pratiquement aussi ancienne que
l’architecture elle‐même. À travers les âges,
les cultures se sont copiées les unes les
autres sans gêne et, à plusieurs occasions,
des imitations systématiques (ou implicites)
ont été faites; ce qui a pour effet simultané
de produire de nouvelles lectures de
l’architecture traditionnelle et d’en créer de
nouvelles interprétations. L’architecture au
Canada ne fait pas exception à la règle. La
production architecturale du XIXe siècle, par
exemple, était empreinte de renaissances
stylistiques et, à l’occasion, de copies quasi‐
directes d’édifices étrangers, chacune étant
justifiée de différentes manières. Alors que
les périodes subséquentes de l’architecture
canadienne n’ont pas produit de copies aussi
flagrantes ou de renaissances aussi fidèles,
l’influence de styles historiques a continué
d’apparaître, souvent subtilement au niveau
de la structure, de l’esthétique ou de la
théorie.

Part 1 / Partie 1
“ ‘We are not Italians, we are Englishmen!’ Gothic Revival in the context of the Parliament
Library in Ottawa by the guidelines of A.W.N. Pugin”
Valeriya Kotsyuba, MA candidate, York University
As a symbol of national identity, the Parliamentary Buildings in Ottawa had a rough beginning.
A competition was held to decide the design for the buildings, while the lack of advertisement
made the competition rife with corruption; the winning designs heavily borrowed from other
buildings, and the cost exceeded expectation. Yet through all of these trials, the buildings stand
as a testament to the ideals of a fledgeling nation. Upon royal favour, the location was chosen,
and after the competition was won, the Gothic Revival style was chosen to represent a new
canada-architecture.org
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national style. In England, where Canada takes its example, the Gothic style was believed to be
native to Britain, and was thus the national style. Gothic Revival architecture is the ideal as it
synthesizes different styles to suit the function of the building. This essay will argue that the
culmination of the Gothic Revival style is at its pinnacle in the form of the Parliament Library,
and that the journey of its construction may have been difficult, yet worth the effort for a
building encompassing the ideals of Canada’s newfound national identity.
« Une nouvelle église pour les jésuites: le Gésu et la “Bataille du gothique” de Montréal »
Jean-Sébastien Sauvé, chercheur postdoctoral, UQAM
Le 22 mai 1864, la pierre angulaire de l’église du Gesù de Montréal est bénie. Cette cérémonie,
présidée par le deuxième évêque de Montréal, Mgr Ignace Bourget, marquait le début des
travaux de construction de cette chapelle destinée au collège Sainte-Marie, fondée quelques
années plus tôt par la Compagnie de Jésus. La construction du Gesù renforçait non seulement la
présence jésuite dans le paysage montréalais, mais affirmait aussi le fait catholique dans un
centre-ville dominé par une population anglophone grandissante issue de l’immigration
britannique. Papiste déclaré et affirmé, Mgr Bourget rêvait d’une copie exacte du Gesù de
Rome dans la métropole du Bas-Canada. Il rêvait, en fait, d’un symbole significatif afin de
protéger l’identité catholique qui se voyait fragilisée.
Le projet de l’évêque a été froidement accueilli par les jésuites qui lui préféraient plutôt les
plans d’une église gothique dessinés par l’un d’entre eux, le père Arthur Jones. Bien que cette
dernière aurait davantage répondu aux attentes liturgiques et financières de la Compagnie, sa
construction a été contrecarrée à son tour par l’évêque qui jugeait l’architecture gothique trop
lié au Protestantisme ambiant.
Cette conférence présentera l’histoire de la mise en projet de l’église du Gesù de Montréal et
suggérera que le choix d’un style architectural est une affirmation identitaire dans la ville. On y
soulignera la véritable « Bataille des styles » qui opposa les adeptes de l’architecture gothique à
ceux de l’architecture baroque/italianisante, qui considéraient leurs styles respectifs comme
étant le plus indiqué pour la construction de la nouvelle église jésuite dans la Rome
d’Amérique.
“Ottawa’s 1860s Tudor Gothic mansions and the Pugin pinwheel house plan”
David Jeanes, Vice-President, Heritage Ottawa
From the late 1850's to the early 1870's, a substantial number of imposing stone mansions, in
what was then called Tudor Gothic style, were constructed in Ottawa. Nearly half of them
survive today and are heritage designated. One, Earnscliffe, is an important national historic
site. The immigrant English architects who have been identified as definitely or probably
responsible for these designs were all well-versed in the early Gothic revival movement in
English church architecture. They also seem to have been influenced by the pioneering
domestic architecture of Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin. Pugin's "pinwheel" house plan
appears to have been the basis for the layout of all the Ottawa houses. This revolutionary plan
canada-architecture.org
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for residential architecture, particularly as applied to Pugin's own home, the Grange, in
Ramsgate, and to country parsonages, has been the subject of recent research in the U.K. In
Canada, these houses have previously been referred to as having an "irregular plan". However,
taken together, the Ottawa examples clearly show the advantages of the pinwheel plan, in
which gable-ended wings radiate from the edges of a central flat-roofed section. The plan
centres on a large stair hall connecting all parts of the house. Two of the expatriate English
architects in question are little-known today. Sydney Bowles Fripp and Frederick Lawford, who
emigrated to Canada in the 1850's, along with a substantial number of other talented English
architects, both died from serious illnesses while still young men, leaving a number of
important buildings but little written record of their work.
Part 2 / Partie 2
“Revivals and existing church fabric: The gothicization and de-gothicization of St John’s South
March”
Bruce S. Elliott, Professor, Carleton University
(Bruce.Elliott@carleton.ca)
The proliferation of new gothic revival churches in 19th century Canada has attracted more
attention than the conversion of existing buildings to accord with ecclesiological principles.
New Brunswick and Newfoundland in the 1840s received newly-minted Tractarian bishops,
Medley and Feild, who arrived with models, design books, and architects. The adoption of
advanced Gothic Revival forms was more gradual in Canada West under the long episcopate of
John Strachan (1839-1867). New churches in the Early English style arrived in the Ottawa Valley
in the late 1850s with English architects attracted by the design competition for the Parliament
Buildings, but at mid-century St John’s South March (1839-40) was ministered to by clergy born
or educated in the Canadas. Its gothicization was initiated in the 1870s under Rev. W.M.
Fleming, a high churchman recruited from Trinity College Dublin by the first Bishop of Ontario,
J.T. Lewis, and completed in the 1890s by Rev. Walter Stiles, a graduate of the high church
missionary college of St Augustine Canterbury. Stiles’s renovations aimed to bring the church
into accord with Ecclesiological ideas of what an Anglican church should look like, uniting
aesthetics with religious symbolism. Fleming’s innovations had been controversial, and the
explanations of Stiles’s work for lay and clerical audiences struck distinctly different tones. In
recent years parishioners have reversed many of Stiles’s changes in the interest of accessibility,
altering both the appearance and the meanings of the building’s fabric: returning to a
semblance of its original Georgian interior but reflecting very different values.
“Parliament Hill: beyond the Gothic façade”
Mike Steinhauer, MA candidate, Carleton University
(mikesteinhauer@gmail.com)
Located high above the banks of the Ottawa River and constructed over a number of building
programs between 1859 and 1927, Parliament Hill is composed of some of the finest Gothic
Revival buildings in Canada. Much has been written about the building grouping and the styles
canada-architecture.org
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that most influenced the Ottawa example. And yet, with the exception of the parliamentary
library, little attention has been directed to the interior spaces and the building plan.
To frame the discussion, this paper will provide a brief overview of the architectural history of
Parliament Hill and identify the styles and edifices that most influenced the designs of Fuller
and Jones, Stent and Laver, and Pearson and Marchand. However, the focus of the paper falls
beyond their Gothic façades. The presentation will include an analysis of the classical forms
found within the interior rooms and the Beaux-Arts plan for the new Centre Block. The paper
will also discuss the original ground plan reminiscent of Baroque palaces.
During the High Victorian period, Canadian architects were no longer bound by a single
historical source. Instead, they were able to combine forms and details inspired by a variety of
styles. The Late Gothic period then too allowed for the reinterpretation of the Gothic style and
led, according to some architectural historians, to a more intellectual (rather than a sensual)
reading.
The paper will analyze some of the lesser-discussed results, including the classical forms found
within the Parliamentary Dining Room and the Railway Committee Room, the influence of the
Beaux-Arts movement on the building plan, and Marshall Wood’s original design for the
grounds.
Part 3 / Partie 3
“Appraising Toronto's architectural pedigree: 1900–1915; the evolution of an Edwardian
Skyscraper Row”
David E. Winterton, Architect, RAMSA
(d.winterton@ramsa.com)
This paper will investigate commercial architecture from Toronto’s prolific early 20th century
building period, often referred to as Edwardian, through the lens of its robust architectural
culture as revealed through periodicals and architectural exhibitions. It will use the introduction
of the skyscraper - that most American of built form - to Toronto’s expanding banking district as
a way to investigate the competing influences of Chicago (expressing the technology of tall
buildings) and New York (Beaux-Arts rules for composing tall buildings). We’ll compare projects
built on Yonge Street’s skyscraper row designed by Toronto’s Darling & Pearson (the CPR
Building and the Dominion Bank building) and New York’s Carrère and Hastings (Traders’ Bank),
among others. The paper will analyze the formal, material and planning qualities of the
architecture and detect possible precedents from the burgeoning U.S. cities as well as Great
Britain to better understand Toronto’s particular context and architectural expression. For
comparison, we’ll shift scale to lower-storeyed banks, where we ask if the precedents and
flavour remain “Imperial” and belong more properly to the contemporary chauvinistic BritishCanadian discourse on architecture. The paper will postulate practitioners’ approaches to
‘American’ Beaux-Arts or British Edwardian-Baroque as suggested by their training and
membership in societies like the Architectural League of America and the Toronto Architectural
canada-architecture.org
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Eighteen Club. Did Toronto architects hybridize these two architectural currents into a
‘Canadian’ architecture or did their cultural allegiances create distinct modalities? A side
discussion will involve the sumptuous interior spaces of these structures to draw attention to
their current state.
“Continuity and constraint in formal archetypes”
Rhodri Windsor-Liscombe, Professor, UBC
(rhodri.windsor@ubc.ca)
Architectural practice—its time-impacted physical and psychological presence—has depended
on the enduring symbolic and pragmatic value of time-determined paradigms. Despite being
dependent on variable ideological, contextual and material condition, architects have in varying
degree accepted that design is realized narrative: a type of articulate story-telling performing as
the obverse of the writing of architectural history. The very combination of physical with
psychological constitution of meaning enables some further speculation about the nature of
temporal space and the spatialization of time through historical praxis such as architectural
history. Moreover it allows for some re-thinking of the nature of both the revivalist core of
modernity and of both concepts of tradition and heritage. This exploration of intended,
projected and experienced meaning will deliberately focus on two commissions—sites of
constituted meaning and patrimonial claims—in Vancouver: the Stock Exchange Building
redevelopment and, more fully, St. James Anglican Church. The church, completed in 1938 as a
place of constantly reiterated traditional ritual but constructed around concepts of the
contemporary, provides a particularly intriguing lens on historical construct.
« “L’autre Arvida:” continuité architecturale et paysagère dans l’ancienne ville de compagnie
après 1950 »
Marianne Charland, étudiante à la maîtrise, UQAM
La ville industrielle planifiée d’Arvida, conçue dès 1926 par la compagnie Alcan, est une
véritable ville modèle moderne. Les qualités paysagères et architecturales de son plan
d’ensemble témoignent de préoccupations sociales, esthétiques et techniques : une
végétalisation abondante y côtoie des formes bâties aux accents traditionnels raffinés.
Lorsqu’en 1950 la municipalité devient autonome, les activités de planification et de
construction ne sont plus assurées entièrement par la compagnie. Mon travail de maîtrise vise à
déterminer si et comment le projet arvidien - la conception d’une ville industrielle de grande
qualité paysagère et architecturale, inspirée des formes vernaculaires et absente de
ségrégation - se lit dans les quartiers qui ne sont pas construits par la compagnie, soit entre
1950 et 1975. Un volet de mon mémoire vise à établir l’influence que pourrait avoir eu le cadre
bâti régionaliste de la ville d’origine, mais aussi les nouvelles normes et tendances constructives
et esthétiques de l’époque, sur les formes urbaines et architecturale de la municipalité devenue
autonome - nommée « Autre Arvida » pour l’occasion. Aussi décidais-je d’aborder le recours à
l’imitation dans cette communication, en tentant de répondre à une série de questions : dans
un contexte de libre-marché de la construction, la signature paysagère et architecturale de la
canada-architecture.org
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ville (marges de recul importantes, typologie pavillonnaire unifamiliale, motifs vernaculaires,
etc.) est-elle perpétuée ? Si oui, à qui ou à quoi doit-on le maintien de ces caractéristiques ? À la
réglementation ? À des architectes ? À des citoyens désireux d’inscrire leur nouvelle maison
dans la continuité arvidienne ? À des entrepreneurs misant sur l’image de marque de la ville
pour facilement vendre leurs produits ? Quels sont les emprunts les plus courants ?
Part 4 / Partie 4
“Transplanting tradition: imitating landscapes in Victorian fashion”
Heather Braiden, PhD Candidate, McGill University
(heather.braiden@mail.mcgill.ca)
At the turn of the 20th century, the view over Truro’s main street from the windows of the old
Normal College was framed by a traditional Victorian garden, however, over time, development
along the street reduced public space significantly. Despite these changes to the historic street,
major contemporary renovations to the college, a valued heritage building, will accommodate
and eventually replace the town’s existing library, making room once again for a civic space.
Plans to revive this site to its former Victorian glory bring to light questions about traditional
and contemporary readings of the urban garden. This paper explores social and physical aspects
of the historical Victorian garden as it was construed, constructed, and sustained in the past
and examines the role of landscape in providing context for heritage districts, and vice-versa.
We ask, how has the landscape been considered in preserving, restoring, and rehabilitating the
local built heritage? How are impediments to reviving historical gardens considered (or not)
when drafting plans? Drawing on photographs, post cards, and maps of Truro’s main street, this
paper analyzes the historic landscape along Truro’s main street to set the context for past and
future landscape considerations, bringing the topic of landscape to the forefront of interpreting
borrowed built environments.
“Copied then copied again during the digital revolution”
Gregory MacNeil, Architect, Jerry MacNeil Architects Limited
During the nineteenth century industrial technology provided for weaving, casting and
machining of stylish articles such as complicated patterned cloth, tableware and building
materials. Steam provided the power to deliver the products. With no lack of enterprise, the
design financiers of the time operated without benefit of a service economy or internet
providing next day, before 9 am, global delivery.
As the industrial era subsided, form follows function yielded to form follows finance and the
city came to be understood as a complex commercial environment where historic buildings are
themselves businesses, space is a commodity, and location, image and brand have value.
Copying became xeroxing, chemical photography became digital, objects became inventoried
as G-Code or STL files.
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With precise digital capture and robotic manufacturing the rapid replication of a town or oneoff architectural feature can be accurately undertaken at a scale called full-size. In the
information age it is often more cost effective to duplicate historic millwork in a similar material
then conserve in-situ. Copying large frame Gothic or Romanesque revival windows is often
favoured over repair once stained glass life cycle costing is considered.
With case studies this paper will examine the act of copying and exactly replicating large frame
Gothic Revival windows by CNC manufacture in communities where law protects visual
prominence or individuals wish to advertise the remnants of the past. It will tackle the question
of utility vs authenticity and memory vs nostalgia and the broader guardianship for propaganda
and business purposes.
“The sticky question of modernist infill in conservation districts”
Alec Brown, Architect, Abbott Brown Architects
(alec@abbottbrown.ca)
In 2009 our office designed a house in Lunenburg's Heritage District (images attached). The
house is a pared-down re-presentation of the traditional Cape. The project seems to have been
embraced by town and tourists alike, becoming a regular on the heritage tour circuit.
What is interesting is assessing the modes of imitation which the project pursued - and those it
avoided. This house project is one case study for heritage contextualism. The paper would also
look at well-known examples including the Rooms by Philip Pratt, and the Rudin house by Swiss
architects Herzog de Meuron.
The process of developing any contextually resonant architecture in conservation districts can
take one or more of several broad approaches. Imitation can occur at the level of construction
details, at the level of building components, materials and colour, or overall building form as
per the above case study, or geometry, or typology, whereby the sculptural, visual reference
may be almost wholly subsumed by abstract re interpretation. And perhaps a separate category
is needed where all of the above are employed in a full re-creation.
In Canada, excellence in heritage-context architectural design projects has been rare. Perhaps
there is a middle-ground formalist attitude, one that neither looses the forest in the trees of
heritage detailing, nor forces esoteric abstractions onto a historic context. In thinking about
this, interesting questions emerge on the one hand about the goals of planning restrictions on
new construction in heritage districts, and on the other hand about modernist attitudes in such
a context.
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Exploring Notions of Heritage and
Identity ‐ How Canadian is
Architecture?
Chair: Candace Iron
(candace@yorku.ca)

Entre les notions de patrimoine et
d’identité – à quel point l’architecture
est‐elle canadienne?
Présidente : Candace Iron
(candace@yorku.ca)

In 1943, describing Canadian buildings as
largely adhering to traditional architectural
forms, William Colgate suggested that it is
difficult to find original, or even good
architecture in Canada (Canadian Art 255‐
56). While much of Canada's early
architecture is characterized by stylistic
revivals and copy‐ism, there is an argument
to be made that, whether through its use of
materials, expression of landscape, or
incorporation of cultural expression and
multiculturalism, architecture in this country
also embodies elements of a Canadian
character and national identity or heritage.

En 1943, en rattachant les édifices
canadiens à leurs formes architecturales
traditionnelles, William Colgate suggérait
qu’il est difficile de trouver une architecture
originale, ou même simplement bonne, au
Canada (Canadian Art 255‐56). Alors que la
majorité de l’architecture ancienne du
Canada se caractérise par des renaissances
stylistiques et de la copie, nous pouvons dire
à juste titre – que ce soit à travers
l’utilisation de matériaux, l’expression du
paysage ou l’incorporation d’une expression
culturelle ou du multiculturalisme – que
l’architecture au pays incarne des éléments
au caractère canadien et au patrimoine ou à
l’identité nationale

“Requiem for All Saints, Granville Centre”
Peter Coffman, Ph.D., School for Studies in Art & Culture (SSAC): History & Theory of
Architecture
(peter.coffman@carleton.ca)
The church of All Saints, Granville Centre (Nova Scotia), was begun in 1814 under the patronage
and influence of Bishop Charles Inglis, the first colonial bishop in the history of the Church of
England. For 194 years, it was a marker of the Anglican presence in the Annapolis Valley. Today,
it is in the process of being re-assembled in Abita Springs, Louisiana, as a Baptist church. This
paper explores the extraordinary shift in identity that the building has undergone, and some of
the complex questions which that transformation raises. A Loyalist church founded by a Loyalist
bishop, what – if anything – could ever have been considered “Canadian” about it? And now
that it has exchanged the Nova Scotian winter for the Louisiana heat, could it with any
plausibility be considered “American”? The story of All Saints presents a challenging collision of
values in a fragile heritage environment.
“Maritime by Design: Displaying Newfoundland at the British Empire Exhibition, 1924-25”
Dustin Valen, PhD Candidate, McGill University, School of Architecture
From 1924 to 1925 the Dominion of Newfoundland participated in the British Empire Exhibition
in Wembley, England—a suburb north-west of London. Meant to redress worldwide economic
instability in the aftermath of the First World War by promoting trade and cooperation among
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Commonwealth states, for Newfoundland the exhibition was also an opportunity to transform
the Colony’s image from a remote fishing outpost to a place of burgeoning industrial
development and diverse natural resources. In Wembley, where Newfoundland’s display was
designed to give evidence of a country of unrivalled scenic beauty rich in mineral, timber, and
agricultural resources, the island’s identity and traditions were actively reconstructed on a
world stage in an effort to promote the island’s unbeknownst interior as an economic and
cultural force.
At a time when reformers foresaw landscape as the key to Newfoundland’s entry into a more
prosperous, modern era, this paper explores how design was used to manipulate
Newfoundland’s heritage and affect the “rediscovery” of Britain’s oldest colony by luring
investment to the island. Through discussing Newfoundland’s exhibits, its architecture, and
landscape in Wembley, this paper seeks to problematize how notions of character and
nationalism are used as an index for design history by showing how design can play an
operative role in constructing new cultural attitudes—projecting national, economic, and
political desires.
“Constructing and fabricating Kikino (“Our Home”): Métis material culture and design during
and following the establishment of the Alberta settlements”
David T. Fortin, Laurentian University, School of Architecture
(dtfortin@laurentian.ca)
The idea of a distinctly Métis material culture offers significant insights into the syncretic nature
of Canadian identity given its unique fusion of European and First Nations worldviews. This
essay questions the role that construction, fabrication, and design thinking have played in the
rare establishment of the Alberta Métis settlements and how this has impacted notions of place
and identity within these communities.
In 1938, the Métis Population Betterment Act was significant in its recognition of the
right to a homeland for the province’s mixed-blood communities. Many Albertan Métis had
migrated west as the settler ‘frontier’ encroached into their former hunting, trapping, and
fishing territories. Combined with the abrupt decline of the fur trade and the economic
challenges of the 1930s, they were described as being in notably “pitiable circumstances.” This
led to the establishment of a new homeland, or kikino (“our home” in Cree), the construction
and fabrication of which has had deep implications on local Métis identity and the relationship
between the community members and the landscape.
A diachronic analysis of the settlements, including recent field research and interviews,
suggests that while the boundaries of the settlements provided geographical identity and
economic stability, Métis identity in Alberta includes an ongoing discussion about construction
and fabrication, from both settlement and non-settlement perspectives.
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“H is for Hut, where the soldiers all live....”
Anthony David James Hopkins, Department of English, Glendon College, York University
H is for Hut, where the soldiers all live... ...and sailors and aircrew and students and families
and doctors and lawyers and cadets and generals.
During World War II, H - huts -- the name based on a typical configuration for the buildings –
were ubiquitous in Canada. Working from a limited set of standardized materials and
specifications, builders could construct almost any shape and size of military building. Barracks,
of course, but kitchens, dining halls, offices, guardhouses, chapels, classrooms, canteens and
officers' messes blossomed from a few fundamental design principles.
After the War, the huts entered a long period of continuous, but rather glorious decline. Many
disappeared, many continued as military buildings for decades. And many others - flexible and
adaptable - became pioneers of reuse, recycling and repurposing long before blueboxes, well
before it became fashionable and moral to turn old jails into hotels, monasteries into
museums, factories into condos. For two Canadian universities, for example, H huts have iconic,
almost mythological status as highlights of their institutional history. Cadet camps such as
Vernon and Ipperwash used them every summer until and beyond the recent turn of the
century. They have been converted into commercial spaces, community centres, carpentry
shops, airport terminals. The Commonwealth Air Training Plan Museum has just rebuilt one; in
Picton the former air base buildings now form an industrial park. One is the library at Base
Borden.
Now clearly heritage buildings, they were intended as temporary structures.
« Entre les notions de patrimoine et d’identité – à quel point l’architecture est-elle
canadienne? : Le cas de Portage I & II »
Judith Dufresne, Architectural Historian, Parks Canada
Cette communication vise à présenter le contexte qui entoure la construction des édifices
Portage I et II à Hull dans les années 1970, période où la question de l’identité nationale au
Canada, et plus particulièrement au Québec, prenait toute son envergure.
La réalisation du complexe de Portage I et II entre 1970 et 1976 d’après les plans de Daniel
Lazoski marquait la première grande phase de construction de Place du Portage instaurée par le
gouvernement fédéral. Il s’agissait en fait de l’amorce de la plus grande phase d’expansion de la
capitale nationale dans l'Outaouais par le gouvernement fédéral. Les objectifs derrière la
construction de Place du Portage étaient non seulement de fournir l’espace à bureaux
nécessaire pour loger le gouvernement fédéral, mais aussi d’amorcer la rénovation urbaine de
la ville de Hull afin qu’elle fasse partie intégrante de la région de la capitale nationale. L’idée de
renforcer l’image positive et moderne du gouvernement fédéral en promouvant une
représentation proportionnelle de ses effectifs des deux côtés de la rivière des Outaouais était
à la source même du projet. La construction du complexe Place du Portage faisait ainsi partie de
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la vision du gouvernement fédéral de mieux représenter le Québec et de la contribution des
Québécois au sein du gouvernement fédéral et au Canada dans la région de la capitale
nationale. Considéré comme l’une des premières initiatives du premier ministre Trudeau après
son élection de 1968, le projet de place du Portage a catapulté la ville de Hull dans un plan de
développement majeur qui a duré près de 15 ans.

Maintaining Nova Scotia’s Heritage
Building Culture: including the
intangible (panel)
Chair: Austin Parsons
(Austin.Parsons@Dal.Ca)

Entretenir la culture du patrimoine bâti
de la Nouvelle‐Écosse: en incluant
l’immatériel (panel)
Président : Austin Parsons
(Austin.Parsons@Dal.Ca)

A cornerstone of building conservation is
perpetual, time‐depth accurate, maintenance
of the built stock. To achieve this objective in
Nova Scotia, conservation thinking needs to
shift from the tangible, with its focus on the
single building, to the intangible that brings
with it thinking at the larger scale.

L’entretien perpétuel, précis et approfondi de
l’inventaire de bâtiments est une pierre
d’assise de la conservation. Pour parvenir à
cet objectif en Nouvelle‐Écosse, la pensée en
conservation a besoin de passer du matériel –
centrée sur les édifices individuels – à
l’immatériel – qui nous amène à réfléchir à
une plus grande échelle.

Today, the province’s heritage building
culture is impeded by a small built inventory,
limited understanding about what building
technology is required to ensure authenticity,
a limited variety of building materials and a
high cost of work. Simply put, the province
does not have or offer a critical mass when it
comes to sustaining its heritage building
heritage.
The opportunity to gather in one location to
talk publically about Nova Scotia’s heritage
building culture offers a unique opportunity
to bring together the various stakeholders.
The session would not be dominated by the
technical but rather, consider the social
contracts and context required to support
and sustain the ability to build ‐ preserve,
restore and rehabilitate the local built
heritage.

De nos jours, la culture patrimoniale de la
province souffre d’un inventaire de bâtiments
de petite taille, d’une connaissance
insuffisante des technologies nécessaires à
conserver son authenticité, d’une gamme
restreinte de matériaux de construction et de
coûts élevés pour effectuer les travaux. En
résumé, la province ne possède ou n’offre pas
de masse critique quand il s’agit de maintenir
son patrimoine bâti.
L’occasion de se réunir au même endroit pour
parler publiquement de la culture du
patrimoine bâti en Nouvelle-Écosse offre une
opportunité unique de rassembler divers
acteurs. Plutôt que de s’étendre sur les
aspects techniques, cette session souhaite se
pencher sur le contrat social et le contexte
nécessaire pour appuyer et soutenir la
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It is hoped that the panel session will be a
forum where ideas can be exchanged with a
sharing of experiences and research results
about how best to overcome these
impediments. While the session will focus on
Nova Scotia’s situation, it is expected that the
concerns identified will resonate with other
regions since the issue of resuscitating a
fringe culture is pandemic.

capacité de construire – préserver, restaurer
et réhabiliter le patrimoine bâti local.
Ce panel se veut un lieu d’échange d’idées,
d’expériences et de résultats de recherches
sur les solutions les plus probantes devant ces
obstacles. Bien que la session souhaite se
concentrer sur la Nouvelle‐Écosse, les
problèmes identifiés feront probablement
écho à d’autres régions où la crainte de
ressusciter une culture marginale est
largement répandue.

Harry Jost, Architect, Jost Architects
(harry@jost.ca)
Mr. Jost's practice is in Annapolis Royal where he is a general practitioner. He has a broad range
of experience in dealing with the nuances associated with owners and builders of conservation
projects.
Rachel Smith, Building Science Project Engineer, MMM Group.
(smithr@mmm.ca)
Ms. Smith brings her expertise of building science to the conservation of the built environment.
She works with homeowners and contractors when dealing with the preservation and
rehabilitation of both heritage and old buildings. She is also an owner of a heritage building and
has first hand experience dealing with the built heritage sector.
Bill Plaskett, Heritage Planner, HRM (retired), Lunenburg (part time)
(wplaskett@ns.sympatico.ca)
Mr. Plaskett has worked on heritage files in Halifax, Halifax Regional Municipality and the Town
of Lunenburg. He has a unique experience base having worked with municipal heritage
regulations, the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage
Convention and most recently, the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Places in Canada.
Austin Parsons, Principal, Parsons Lumber Company Limited
(pine@parsonslumber.ca)
Mr. Parsons' company specializes in the fabrication of traditional true divided light windows
and panel doors. His company supplies the built heritage sector with these products as well as
other architectural millwork.
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On Indigenous Architecture and
Planning: Theory, Research and
Building
Session Chair: Daniel Millette
(millette.daniel@yahoo.com)
This session continues an ongoing dialogue
related to architecture on indigenous lands,
initiated at the Society for the Study of
Architecture in Canada’s Annual Conference in
Yellowknife in 2008. Papers with an express
focus on establishing clear links between
traditional design tenets and contemporary
design elements are sought. The session seeks
paper proposals that assess the successes of
on-reserve planning and / or architectural
projects developed within the past ten years.
Papers should consider the uniqueness of the
plan or architecture, whether designed by
professionals, or by community members. The
papers should be less descriptive and more
analytical: How do these recent projects
incorporate tradition within their design? And
how does the whole fit within current
architectural and / or planning discourse? A
very strong theoretical basis for arguments is
mandatory.

Architecture et urbanisme autochtone:
théorie, recherche et construction
Président: Daniel Millette
(millette.daniel@yahoo.com)
Cette séance poursuit le dialogue entre
l’architecture et le territoire autochtone,
débuté au congrès annuel de la Société pour
l’étude de l’architecture au Canada à
Yellowknife en 2008. Les communications de
cette séance mettent l’accent sur
l’établissement de liens clairs entre les
principes de conception traditionnels et les
éléments de conception contemporains. La
séance propose des communications qui se
penchent sur les succès d’urbanisme sur les
réserves et/ou sur des projets architecturaux
développés au cours de la dernière décennie.
Ces communications soulignent l’unicité du
plan ou de l’architecture, qu’ils aient été
développés par des professionnels ou par des
membres de la communauté. Dans leur forme,
ces communications sont moins descriptives et
davantage analytiques : Comment ces récents
projets incorporent la tradition au design? Et
comment l’ensemble s’insère dans le discours
architectural et urbanistique actuel? De très
fortes bases théoriques sont nécessaires pour
appuyer les arguments.

“Indigenous Architecture through Indigenous Knowledge: Dim sag [Together we will build a
village]”
Patrick Stewart Architect, MArch, AIBC, LEED AP, PhD Candidate, University of British Columbia
The purpose of this research was to find out how the culture of Indigenous architects informs their
practices of architecture. The research for this dissertation was motivated by Indigenous Elders’
responses to my architectural design work as an Indigenous architect. This is the first known
research in Canada that privileges the use of Indigenous Knowledge in the design process by
Indigenous architects. The results of this research will inform the future education of Indigenous
and nonIndigenous architectural students and their practice within the profession. The research
was based on an Indigenous methodology of respect, reciprocity, redistribution, relevance,
reflection, relationship and responsibility. Conversations with nineteen Indigenous architects from
Turtle Island, Australia, Cihuatan (El Salvador) and Aotearoa (New Zealand) were recorded and
transcribed, with content analyzed. All architects and designers self-identified with their culture and
its influence on their design work. They assessed their time in architecture school and proposed
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changes that would assist schools of architecture attracting Indigenous students into the faculty.
The conversations were enlightening in what they did not reveal about the use of Indigenous
knowledge in design. Though some of the architects employed Indigenous knowledge in their
design process, surprisingly many were not so obvious. There may be many reasons for this, with
the impact of colonization being perhaps the most significant. There was also a general attitude that
schools of architecture could do more to attract and retain Indigenous students in their programs.
This is vital if universities are truly to embrace cultural competency in an increasingly global
economy. From the conversations, it is recommended that schools of architecture offer more
cultural support for Indigenous students. The curricula in schools of architecture could demonstrate
cultural awareness, cultural sensitivity and cultural competence of Indigenous Peoples. Adopting
these recommendations would improve education within schools of architecture and other
professional schools worldwide. More research needs to be conducted, focused specifically on the
Indigenous identity with ancestors, places and designs; the significance of Indigenous Peoples
knowledges; Indigenous place-based design; Indigenous protocols and Indigenous place-based
architectural education.
"Inukshuk"
Kayhan Nadji, Architect, NWTAA, OAQ, MRAIC
Inukshuk, meaning the great stone marker, is one of the oldest and most important objects place
upon the arctic landscape and used by Inuit for centuries as a message centre which speaks about
enduring human spirit through its silent language and offers solace to a spirit seeker. This paper
offers a comprehensive summery of Inuit culture as an essential prerequisite for understanding of
Inuksuit these powerful symbols of strength and independence.
The intent of the study is to analyze structure of "Inukshuk", to explore basic concepts of this Inuit
and powerful created symbol. This research will also aim to illustrate how "Inukshuk" used by
indigenous peoples to provide guidance to travelers, hunters, and navigators in the severe arctic
land. The final section of the study will briefly explore different types of "Inukshuk" and other stone
construction built by Inuit since ancient times. The research of this paper is being conducted in
several communities of the Northwest Territories. Some aspects of it has been discussed with Elders
and prominent residents.
"Indigenous Affirmations: Current Developments in Cultural Presentations through Architecture"
Daniel M. Millette, Director, Strategic Planning, First Nation Lands Advisory Board
Adjunct Research Professor, Carleton University
Increasingly, indigenous communities are choosing to showcase their traditions and culture within
prominent and cutting-edge planning and architectural designs. These designs at once include
programming of space that aims to showcase local culture for the viewer, all-the-while pronouncing
the same community’s aims at maintaining its culture and traditions. It can range from architectural
reconstructions of traditional spaces, to contemporary designs that use current materials and
techniques that at the same time encompass traditional elements. The same manifestation of
culture through contemporary planning and architecture is varied, and even where communities are
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situated in close geographic proximity, it can be marked by vast differences in detail, choice of
showcased elements, showcasing methods, and specific showcased traditions. However, while
“local” is championed and “uniqueness” is cherished, both local and uniqueness can be presented
within designed spaces that reflect broader regional design. A dichotomy can present itself,
whereby local and specific culture can be presented within sets of sophisticated architectural
designs that are regional and broad in context. The whole makes for a complex set of spaces that,
when blended to the tensions that persist between political, cultural and regional contexts, offer a
further field of exploration for future architectural historians. This paper presents examples of
community plans and architectural designs that, while not necessarily outwardly considering the
latter challenges in detail, highlight the changing relations between some of the more culturally
sensitive designers and indigenous communities.

Architectural Historians and Civic
Discourse
Session Chair: Laurie Brady
(LaurieBrady@cmail.carleton.ca)

Les historiens de l’architecture et le
discours public
Présidente: Laurie Brady
(LaurieBrady@cmail.carleton.ca)

In “The Public Responsibility of Architectural
History” plenary at the annual conference of the
Society of Architectural Historians (Buffalo, 2013),
critic Paul Goldberger argued that great
architectural historians not only create and
disseminate knowledge, but turn their knowledge
into action, advocating publicly for the
preservation of important buildings not as
artifacts, but for their value to living cities of the
present and future. Goldberger cited Phyllis
Lambert in a list of critics, architects, curators and
preservation activists whose example he
encouraged architectural historians to follow.
Lambert observed that her Golden Lion Lifetime
Achievement Award, received at last year’s
Venice Biennale, “marks the urgent role of
architecture writ large in the unfolding of the
world’s increasingly challenging social and
ecological condition.”

Au cours de la plénière « La responsabilité
publique de l’histoire de l’architecture » du
congrès annuel de la Society of Architectural
Historians (Buffalo, 2013), le critique Paul
Goldberger affirmait que les grands historiens de
l’architecture ne font pas seulement que créer et
diffuser le savoir, mais ils mettent également ce
savoir en pratique, prenant publiquement
position pour la sauvegarde d’édifices importants
non pas comme artéfacts, mais pour leur apport à
l’organicité des villes présentes et futures.
Goldberger a cité Phyllis Lambert parmi une liste
de critiques, d’architectes, de conservateurs et de
militants pour le patrimoine qui devraient servir
de modèles. Lambert a remarqué que son prix
Lion d’or, reçu pour l’ensemble de son oeuvre à la
biennale de Venise cette année, « souligne le rôle
urgent de l’architecture qui s’exprime dans son
sens le plus large à travers l’avènement d’une
condition sociale et écologique mondiale de plus
en plus difficile » (traduction libre).

At the SSAC’s own conference in 2014, a session
on teaching architectural history in Canada asked,
“How are you helping to improve understanding
of or raising awareness of issues affecting the
built environment?” Continuing that

« Comment contribuez‐vous à améliorer la
compréhension ou à accroître la sensibilité des
problèmes qui touchent l’environnement bâti? »
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conversation, this session examines the role
architectural historians play in civic discourse
regarding architecture and social justice as public
intellectuals, through criticism, curatorship,
education programs, or advocacy. These papers
explore best practices, innovative thinking,
and/or showcase successful public engagement.

Telle était la question posée l’année dernière lors
de l’atelier de la SÉAC portant sur l’enseignement
de l’histoire de l’architecture au Canada.
Poursuivant sur cette lancée, mais avec un
changement d’orientation, cet atelier souhaite
recevoir des communications traitant du rôle que
les historiens jouent dans le discours public à
propos de l’architecture et de la justice sociale, à
travers la critique, la muséographie, les
programmes éducatifs ou le militantisme. Ces
communications explorent les meilleures
pratiques, la pensée innovatrice, et/ou qui
présentent des exemples probants d’engagement
du public.

“Mural, mural on the wall, Did scorn and pretense make you fall?”
John Leroux, PhD Student, History Department, University of New Brunswick.
(johnnyleroux@hotmail.com)
Over its 175-year history, Mount Allison University in Sackville, New Brunswick, has evolved
into one of Canada’s most admired educational environments. Boasting several 19 th and early
20th century structures, it is most associated with its 1960s red sandstone proto-modernist
buildings. While these are noteworthy in their own right, earlier instances of Mount Allison’s
Modernist heritage have been demolished or retrofitted with little regard for their significant
design and visual legacy.
In the late 1950s, three Mount Allison mens’ residences were designed by celebrated Halifax
architect Charles Fowler. Modern and efficient due to the University pushing bottom-line
budgets and tight schedules, the residences had functional and material issues, but there were
certainly instances of vision, such as artist Lawren P. Harris’ exterior abstract murals below
monumental stone entry bays. In the rush to eliminate any vestige of the original structures,
the residences were gutted and renovated in the early 1980s. The valuable tile murals by Harris
were unceremoniously destroyed, and the most significant public artworks by one of Canada’s
foremost abstract artists of the mid-20th century were lost forever… sort of.
In researching the architectural history of Mount A, the author contacted the 95-year-old
Fowler, who still had Harris’ mural studies. This fortuitous discovery (since donated to
Sackville’s Owens Art Gallery) plus the re-evaluation of the residence design intentions can
frame the University’s shifting self-image and its deep connection to Canadian visual arts,
architecture and sense of place.
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“Homely Hovels and Salubrious Shelters: Introducing (and enjoying) Architectural History
through Satire. “
Jennifer Winter, Operations Manager, CoBALT CONNECTS
(Jennifer_winter@outlook.com)
How can we (professionals, enthusiasts, scholars, and practitioners) encourage someone, with
only a vague or fleeting interest in architecture, to take the next step to learn more? How can
we make a potentially intimidating subject interesting without sacrificing facts? This
presentation will examine how learning theory, research, and satire can be brought together to
encourage public interest in architectural history.
When people think of early domestic architecture in the “New World,” they often visualise a
nostalgic and romanticised cabin in the woods. This feel-good history forgets, however, the
cold, damp reality of digging a temporary shelter out of the ground. It glosses over the rough
and deadly battle for warmth and security as palisades are raised. It overlooks the initial
struggle for settlers and traders to reconcile the homes and landscapes they knew with their
New World realities.
I have decided to share my research on the first shelters and homes that people built in Canada
using humour and various learning theories to convey historical data in a friendly, shareable,
and relatable way. Based on first-hand accounts, secondary sources, and inspiration from A.J.
Downing, I will present my work in-progress, Homely Hovels and Salubrious Shelters: A Pattern
Book for the Modern Colonial:
Whether you are of the French, Dutch, English, or other variety of settler, this book will guide
you through a tasteful transition from homeless explorer to established and respectable colonial
in only a generation or so. Borrowing from your homeland’s traditional building techniques and
styles, Homely Hovels and Salubrious Shelters will assist you in adapting to the conditions (both
positive and negative) of the New World.
The size and style of your first home is limited only by your imagination, as well as the materials
and tools at hand; the size of the lot provided to you by your Governor or Seigneur; the
requirements for defence (against unhappy neighbours as well as climate); yours and your
family’s willingness to work half-starved through stressful conditions, and of course your
closeness to God. Homes with thatch roofs and sinful inhabitants tend to burn down.

“Two Active Ingredients of ACT (Architecture in the Classical Tradition on-line)”
Pierre du Prey, Professor Emeritus Queen's University, Adjunct Research Professor Carleton
University
(pduprey@queensu.ca)
Architecture in the Classical Tradition (ACT for short) consists of a book-like arrangement of
words and images grouped into 43 thematically organized “presentations.” Fifteen years in the
making, ACT celebrates its completion in 2015. Progressively from the outset it has become
available gratis to users of the internet (www.act.art.queensu.ca) and currently enjoys a worldcanada-architecture.org
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wide audience. This paper explores two of the active ingredients in ACT: first of all its
proportionally high amount of Canadian content compared with most survey-type coverage of
architecture in the Western World; secondly, the ways in which the website has already been
used to inform civic discourse inside and outside the traditional classroom setting, especially via
the voice-overs capability of ACT.

Building, Culture, Conservation
Session Chair: Emanuel Jannasch
(emanuel.jannasch@Dal.Ca)

Construction, Culture, Conservation
Président : Emanuel Jannasch
(emanuel.jannasch@Dal.Ca)

This session is a forum for discussion of
building culture: the technologies and
organization of construction, the transfer and
evolution of building knowledge, the
interdependency of tangible and intangible
heritage, the contentious issues of
authenticity or appropriateness in
maintenance and remediation.

Cette session se veut un forum pour discuter
de la culture de la construction : allant des
technologies à l’organisation des travaux, du
transfert à l’évolution des connaissances de la
construction, de l’interdépendance entre
patrimoine matériel et immatériel, des
questions controversées associées à
l’authenticité ou du mince équilibre entre
l’entretien et l’intervention.

The following papers might report on recent
or ongoing investigations, or they might
examine the relationship of building culture
and built heritage. Does building culture
matter to building conservation? Should a
building culture remain static or must it
evolve? How do you distinguish between
evolution and rupture? Are damaged cultures
recoverable? How does the heritage
movement acknowledge the embodied skills,
inventiveness, and labour of construction
workers? How do historians trace the
unwritten transfer of knowledge and the
unspoken transfer of skill? Does an emphasis
on stylistic categories lead us to overlook the
innovations and mutations on which history
depends?

Les communications suivantes peuvent se
pencher sur des investigations récentes ou
courantes, ou peuvent examiner la relation
entre la culture de la construction et le
patrimoine bâti. Est‐ce que la culture de la
construction importe à la conservation? Est‐
ce qu’une culture de la construction devrait
demeurer statique ou évoluer? Où se trace la
limite entre l’évolution et la rupture? Est‐ce
que les cultures endommagées peuvent être
récupérées? De quelle façon le mouvement
patrimonial prend‐il en compte les savoir‐
faire, la créativité, ainsi que le travail des
constructeurs? De quelle manière les
historiens inscrivent‐ils le transfert du savoir
et le transfert tacite du talent? Est‐ce qu’une
emphase sur les styles employés nous font
perdre de vue les innovations et mutations si
nécessaires à l’histoire?
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“ ‘Look at all the White [Hard] Hats!’: Engaging the Trades and Building Users in Architectural
Conservation in Canada”
Henry Cary, PhD, Adjunct Professor, Department of Anthropology, St. Mary’s University
(henry.c.cary@gmail.com)
Compared to preservationist approaches of the mid 20th century, when specialists restored high
status or unique buildings, heritage conservation today is more multi-disciplinary, and
cognisant of change and context. Despite these developments, key stakeholders ―the trades
and building users― are still only infrequently engaged in conservation efforts. Consequently,
there are missed opportunities to develop creative solutions, understand past building
practices, and sustain appreciation for historic buildings and their cultural landscape. Drawing
on recent ‘ethnographies of heritage conservation practice’ and experiences gained working as
a consultant and in federal and municipal government, I will explore how greater collaboration
with the trades and building users could help to propel and expand heritage conservation in
Canada.
“Rebuilding Identity: Architecture as Evidence in Forillon National Park”
Desirée Valadares, M.Arch Urban Design and Housing, McGill School of Architecture
(desiree.valadares@mail.mcgill.ca)
This research examines changing attitudes toward national park management through the
handling of vernacular architecture of expropriated communities. The study advocates for the
conservation of the extant built traces as evidence to establish a historical record and counter
denial of early expropriation practices in the founding and expansion of Canada's National
Parks.
Forillon National Park, located in the eastern tip of the Gaspé Peninsula, was created in 1970
through expropriation of complete villages that resulted in the destructuring and dismantling of
entire communities. Beginning in 1970, 225 families were forcibly displaced while one thousand
individual lots lying within the boundaries of Forillon were expropriated. Though most signs of
human occupation were erased from Forillon National Park, certain buildings and landscapes in
the Grande-Grave area remain. This study, which is informed by archival research and
participatory field work, supports the conservation of Forillon's vernacular architecture in
Grande-Grave to reinforce the cultural landscape of the south shore of the Forillon Peninsula to
evoke the former, traditional Gaspé coastal fishing village settlement.
This is significant in light of Parks Canada's current difficulty in documenting and preserving this
built and landscape heritage in the Grande-Grave sector. Furthermore, reconciliation efforts
spearheaded by two citizen committees: the Committee for the Commemoration of Persons
Displaced by Expropriation and the Provisional Committee of the Expropriated People focus
more on the interpretive value of exhibition displays, commemorative panels and interpretive
trails. This study argues that these committees' mandate and commemorative policy directives
should also take into account the built traces at Forillon, which have the potential to offer an
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equally compelling narrative and a powerful material reminder of the site's rich history of
habitation.
Ultimately, this research continues to debate the importance of the relationship between
memory and place. Results, in the form of recommendations, explore the feasibility and social
acceptability of possible conservation, commemoration and appropriate repurposing
techniques of the extant vernacular architecture and landscape in order to contribute to a new,
evolving identity of the park.
« “Faire et parfaire à dire d’expert et gens à ce connoissant” : construction des îlots
paroissiaux et culture du bâti dans la région de Montréal, 1760-1840 »
Jean-René Thuot, historien, Université du Québec à Rimouski
(Jean-rene_Thuot@uqar.ca)
Au tournant du XIXe siècle, les paroisses catholiques canadiennes-françaises traversent une
période de transition du point de vue des pratiques architecturales religieuses. Cette période
sera assimilée par plusieurs historiens comme celle de la codification d’une architecture dite
« traditionnelle » (Noppen, 1977). Un grand nombre des temples érigés à cette époque ont par
ailleurs été patrimonialisés, structurant de manière significative les imaginaires francophones
du Québec contemporain, où l’héritage de « l’ancienne France » est magnifié. Dans la mesure
où la perpétuation d’une tradition architecturale en matière religieuse aux XVIIIe et XIXe siècle
en grande partie sur l’expertise des artisans, il est étonnant de constater que si peu d’études
fassent état du profil, du parcours et de la culture du bâti de ces équipes de travail.
Nous proposons dans cette communication de rendre compte des premiers jalons d’une étude
sur la culture du bâti dans les campagnes laurentiennes préindustrielles, en prenant appui sur
un échantillon d’artisans affairés à la construction des îlots paroissiaux entre 1760 et 1840 dans
les paroisses de la grande région montréalaise. Nous nous attarderons à présenter les profils de
ces bâtisseurs en faisant état de la culture qu’ils perpétuent, notamment à travers le rituel de la
passation de contrats, l’organisation des travaux, les conditions des travailleurs, les relations
avec les clients et le transfert des connaissances à l’intérieur des réseaux de pratiques.
“Making Traditional Windows: Pragmatic Authenticity in a Broken Building Heritage Culture”
Austin Parsons, Assistant, Assistant Professor, Dalhousie School of Architecture; Owner,
Parsons Lumber Company Makers of Heritage Windows and Doors
(austin.parsons@dal.ca)
My company makes traditional wood windows and doors. Through this act we are one of the
gatekeepers of authenticity. Authenticity is an ideal, an interpretation, one definition of
perfection. The frustration is that this responsibility is shackled to a broken building culture. We
are a mirage of what once was common. Today, we work from a forgotten knowledge base, a
compromised material palette and a standard only understand retrospectively.
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Through this making, we express one relationship between the tangible and intangible. We
realize that what we do is not perfect. It is done knowing compromises must be made because
of the limits and constraints in craft and available materials. We debate and make decisions
about the balance point between quality, authenticity, cost and the company’s reputation. We
take pride that our creative desire and deference to those before us is represented in this
artifact.
This presentation follows the making of a true divided light. It puts a focus on the decisions, the
debates and our strengths and limits when it comes to how much time and money to invest in
the project, what materials to use, where we want perfection and where we know it will not
happen. The presentation is a view into the challenge of making heritage as experienced from
the lens of having to deliver a cultural product that comes with its own set of values and
associated baggage.
“Manic 5 at Expo 67: the Spectacle of an Industrial Landscape at Work”
Marie-France Daigneault Bouchard, architectural historian, Maison de l'architecture du
Québec
(mariefrance.db@gmail.com)
Manic 5 is the largest multiple-arch and buttress dam in the world. It is part of the
Manicouagan-Outardes Complex that marked the emergence of a Québécois expertise in
hydroelectric production and transportation. Begun in 1959 and completed in 1968, the iconic
dam is located on the Manicouagan River in the Côte-Nord region. In the summer of 1967,
during the last stages of Manic 5’s construction, three cameras captured the daily activity of
construction, from 10am to 10pm. The live footage was edited, transmitted and projected in
full colour in the Québec Industries pavilion on the grounds of Expo 67, Montréal’s world’s fair
celebrating the centennial of Canada. At the peak of construction, up to 3,500 persons at a time
were working on the site of Manic 5. Through photographs, newspapers articles, and drawings
of the artist Lili Réthi, this paper will take a closer look at the onsite workers and the conditions
under which they evolved.
I will analyze the status of hydroelectric builders seen as modern heroes of an emancipating
nation by questioning the act of Hydro-Québec’s use of their daily labor as a continuous
spectacle for the visitors at Expo 67, drawing a thin, and often ambiguous, line between
spectacle and surveillance. Hence, it appears all the more significant to document and analyze
an event that historically stands as an unrepeated, technological and spectacular experiment in
the realm of industrial landscape representation (and construction) which characterized an era
of uncritical optimism towards technical progress.
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Associations and Heritage
Session Chairs: Martin Drouin et
Mathieu Dormaels
(drouin.martin@uqam.ca,
mat_dormaels@yahoo.com)

Les associations et le patrimoine
Co‐présidents : Martin Drouin et
Mathieu Dormaels
(drouin.martin@uqam.ca,
mat_dormaels@yahoo.com)

For almost half a century, the concept of
heritage never ceased its evolution. From an
ensemble of old elements, architecturally and
esthetically outstanding, to the meaningful
living environment, heritage acquired a social
dimension essential to its understanding. In
this context, the influence of movements
dedicated to the protection of buildings and
old neighbourhoods appears to be
fundamental.

Depuis près d’un demi‐siècle, la notion de
patrimoine n’a cessé d’évoluer. D’un
ensemble d’éléments anciens,
architecturalement et esthétiquement
remarquable, jusqu’au cadre de vie signifiant,
le patrimoine a pris une dimension sociale,
aujourd’hui essentiel à sa compréhension.
Dans ce contexte, l’influence des
mouvements pour la défense de bâtiments et
de quartiers anciens apparaît fondamentale.

“From Architecture to Conservation” is a
perfect theme to think about the place and
role of local communities, and heritage
protection associations in particular. As a
matter of fact, these associations exerted
considerable efforts over the years to
identify, conserve and promote heritage, and
developed the rationale that supported these
efforts as they evolved. They also had to
adapt to new practices and regulations that
influenced the management rules and
interventions. The economical contexts,
whether local or national, introduced a new
dimension in heritage conservation and
promotion, which became a local and
territorial catalyst for development. In other
words, associations or, more generally, the
local communities, have been both actors and
witnesses of changes over the last decades.

« De l’architecture à la conservation » est
d’ailleurs un thème tout indiqué pour
réfléchir à la place et au rôle des
communautés locales, notamment les
associations de sauvegarde. En effet, ceux‐ci
déployèrent des efforts pour caractériser,
conserver et valoriser le patrimoine qui ont
grandement évolué au fil du temps, de même
que les discours qui les ont portés. Ils durent
également s’adapter aux nouvelles pratiques
et règlementations qui ont modifié les règles
de gestion et d’intervention. De plus, les
contextes économiques, qu’ils soient locaux
ou nationaux, ont introduit une dimension
nouvelle dans la préservation et la mise en
valeur du patrimoine, devenu ainsi un vecteur
de développement local et territorial. Bref, les
associations ou, plus généralement, les
communautés locales ont été à la fois acteurs
et témoins des mutations de dernières
décennies.

The objective of this session is to look into
local communities’ roles and modes of action
that transformed the practices since the
heritage wake of the 1970’s.

L’atelier proposé a pour objectif de
s’intéresser aux rôles et aux modalités
d’action des communautés locales qui ont
transformé les pratiques depuis les grandes
prises de conscience patrimoniale des années
1970.
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“Saving the Evidence: Transforming the Mohawk Institute”
Magdalena Milosz, Independent Scholar
(magdalenammilosz@gmail.com)
Parallel to the mainstream heritage awakening of the 1970s, Indigenous communities across
Canada began cultural renaissances after over a century of suppression through forced
residential schooling and other oppressive policies. The Woodland Cultural Centre (WCC) in
Brantford, Ontario is a major example of the results of this legacy of revitalization. Founded in
1972, the WCC is one of the largest First Nations-run museums in the country, currently
supported by the communities of the Wahta Mohawks, Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte, and Six
Nations of the Grand River. It is housed in the former Mohawk Institute Indian Residential
School (IRS), an institution with a long and complex history stretching much earlier than the
imposing red-brick building from 1904. The Mohawk Institute is one of the few remaining IRS
structures, over 130 of which existed and many of which were turned over to Indigenous
communities following their closure by the federal government. Although well-used, the
building has over time fallen into disrepair, leading WCC staff to conduct a community
consultation in the fall of 2013 to determine the fate of the building. An overwhelming majority
of respondents favoured restoring the building, and efforts are currently underway through the
Save the Evidence campaign to develop the site into a living museum of the residential school
era. Whereas many communities have chosen to demolish IRS buildings to process this difficult
past, the restored WCC has the potential to play a significant role in the collective memory of
these tragic events, honoring survivors and educating a still largely ignorant Canadian public.
« Des coalitions à la défense de la conservation des œuvres d’art public montréalaises La
Joute de Riopelle et Agora de Daudelin »
Danielle Doucet, Professeure associée en histoire de l’art, Université du Québec à Montréal
(doucet.danielle@uqam.ca)
Deux controverses en art public montréalais méritent notre attention, car elles mettent
chacune en jeu une coalition formée de citoyens néophytes et d’experts artistiques. La
première coalition comprenant plus d’une trentaine d’organismes sociaux, économiques,
politiques, culturels, artistiques, en plus d’individus, est initiée par le Comité SOS La Joute dans
Hochelaga-Maisonneuve, un groupe de cinq profanes, dont un ex-journaliste dévoué, créé en
2002 pour défendre le maintien de la sculpture-fontaine La Joute (1976) du peintre Jean Paul
Riopelle au Parc olympique. Cette controverse très médiatisée se termine en 2004, la
délocalisation de l’œuvre étant complétée. La seconde coalition formée en 2006, à l’instigation
du centre d’artistes Dare-Dare, comprend surtout des experts s’adressant à des profanes, afin
de contrer la destruction de l’environnement Agora (1983) du sculpteur Charles Daudelin, un
parc du Square Viger dont l’avenir demeure incertain en 2015. Par ailleurs, ces controverses
témoignent du fait que la conservation de l’art public est devenue un objet de débat depuis la
fin des années 1990. Traditionnellement, l’iconographie, l’esthétique ou l’usage de l’œuvre ont
posé et posent encore problème en art public, sous la forme du rejet (pour un temps du moins).
S’ajoute alors la question de sa conservation. Mon analyse profite d’études de politologues sur
les notions de coalition (Hudon, Poirier et Yates) et de profane (Boussaguet et Muller), et
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d’historiens de l’art sur celle de grand public, dont Uzel. J’y examine la composition des
coalitions et la portée de leurs discours et de leurs actions sur l’œuvre et l’art public.
« Les communautés locales au cœur d’un projet novateur de préservation des églises du
Québec : le “Plan églises” »
Edith Prégent, Doctorante, Chaire de recherche du Canada en patrimoine urbain, Université
du Québec à Montréal
(collection2@mrvs.qc.ca)
Avec l’adoption de la Loi sur les biens culturels du Québec en 1972, plusieurs associations de
sauvegarde du patrimoine se sont créées autour de bâtiments ou de sites menacés afin de les
protéger par l’obtention d’un «classement» légal (Drouin 2007). Elles ont contribué ainsi à la
préservation de témoins matériels d’une histoire nationale qui s’écrivait au même moment.
Depuis, le patrimoine a évolué en s’intégrant au développement local et en faisant place au
patrimoine de proximité «représentatif d’une collectivité désireuse de préserver son
environnement » (Morisset et Noppen, 2006).
La récente Loi sur le patrimoine culturel du Québec s’inscrit dans cette évolution et comporte
plusieurs innovations dont la reconnaissance du rôle des communautés locales dans le
processus de patrimonialisation. Ce faisant, elle déplace la responsabilité patrimoniale vers les
municipalités locales qui ont désormais la charge d’identifier et de protéger le patrimoine
qu’elles considèrent représentatif de leurs communautés.
Dès lors, on favorise une implication locale qui affecte la nature et le rôle des associations de
sauvegarde en préconisant plutôt la création de communautés patrimoniales constituées de
divers organismes et individus qui participent à toutes les étapes du processus de
patrimonialisation sur un territoire précis et dont le principal objectif est la valorisation de leurs
caractéristiques identitaires.
C’est dans ce contexte que le «Plan églises», développé par Luc Noppen (CRC en patrimoine
urbain ESG-UQAM) et mis en œuvre depuis janvier 2015 sur le territoire de la Vallée du Haut
Saint-Laurent au Québec en collaboration avec le Musée régional de Vaudreuil-Soulanges,
participe à cette évolution en aidant et appuyant les communautés locales dans la préservation
et la valorisation de leurs patrimoines à caractère religieux.
Cette communication propose de présenter les grandes lignes de ce « Plan églises » et
d’illustrer comment se construisent ces communautés patrimoniales et l’importance de leur
rôle dans ce projet novateur.
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Current Research
Session Chair: Peter Coffman

Recherches actuelles
Président: Peter Coffman

Studies in Québec and Ontario / Études au Québec et en Ontario
“Capper, Carlu, Cormier et les autres : mapping out and making sense of the Beaux-Arts
diaspora in Canada”
Isabelle Gournay, University of Maryland
While being officially enrolled at the Paris Ecole des Beaux-Arts became, in the 1890s, the
objective of so many architecture students in the Eastern United States, the exodus of Canadian
citizens to the City of Light was a belated and more modest phenomenon. It nonetheless had a
significant impact on architectural education and practice, especially in Quebec and Ontario. It
was not only a bilateral Franco-Canadian phenomenon, but it also involved British nationals and
US citizens. For instance Edinburgh-educated Stewart Henbest Capper (officially enrolled in the
atelier Pascal 1885-87) founded the McGill architecture program in 1896, while New Yorker
Arthur Alexander Stoughton (Redon 1891-1893) fulfilled the same task at the University of
Manitoba in 1913.
Using as a starting point Marie-Laure Crosnier Leconte’s authoritative and comprehensive
Dictionnaire des élèves architectes de l’Ecole des Beaux-Arts (1796-1968; http://agorha.inha.fr)
and tapping into my own expertise, I shall map out the long- or short-term professional
presence of Ecole alumni (who passed the exacting entrance examinations to enter its
architecture section) throughout Canada, hopefully unearthing “settlement patterns” and
“post-Ecole strategies.” Paralleling my current research on Ecole alumni in the United States,
this expose will add to our understanding of late nineteenth and twentieth century Canadian
architecture. Many national and cosmopolitan themes will emerge from this preliminary
tableau, and can lead to the preparation of a critical anthology of Paris-trained architects
throughout Canada.
“Playing in the Shadow of Olmsted: Designing a Contemporary Playscape within the Mount
Royal Heritage Site”
Katherine Davey, Service des grands parcs, du verdissement et du Mont-Royal, City of
Montreal
Situated within the protected heritage site of Mount Royal and adjacent to the Frederick Law
Olmsted masterpiece, Mount Royal Park, the redesign of the Jeanne Mance Park playground
spanned three years and is slated to begin construction in spring of 2015.
Presented as lessons learned from practice, this paper explores four main points in relation to
the playground project in Jeanne Mance Park:


The heightened role of analysis and understanding of the existing context as a
prerequisite to design acceptance for new work within protected heritage sites;
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The broad circle of consultation required with both formal and informal stakeholders;



Design as a method of bearing witness to the analysis and understanding of the site and
the integration of the consultations that occur during the design development;



The role of contemporary innovation as a key contribution towards the continued
vitality of heritage values in protected sites.

Through discussing the example of the Jeanne Mance playground, this paper seeks to
demonstrate the validity of new and contemporary design as a mechanism for reinforcing the
cultural importance of heritage sites. It puts forth the argument that if successfully woven into
the existing context, it is still possible to innovate while maintaining a dialogue with historically
significant components of a conservation paradigm.
“Impact and legacy: Toronto’s 1958 Competition for a New City Hall”
George Kapelos, Ryerson University
In April 1958 over 500 submissions were received to the Toronto City Hall Competition. Of
these, seventy-five came from Canadian entrants, including two finalists who were newlyminted architecture graduates and other practitioners who went on to be major agents in
changing the architectural landscape in post-war Canada.
The 1958 competition had two direct and distinctly different impacts. First, it provided the
impetus to public agencies to utilize the vehicle of the competition to pursue excellence for
public architecture, consequently stimulating architectural production, invention and the
pursuit of new ideas among the architectural community. Evidence is seen in the creation of
public buildings across Canada and in the careers of a number of entrants which blossomed in
this milieu. Second, the opening of the Toronto City Hall seven years later in 1965 created a
wave of enthusiasm for modernity among the general public and affirmed it was the right
architecture for its time. While the 1958 competition may have stirred the architectural
community, the lived experience of ordinary Canadians upon its opening assured its validity.
This paper examines entries submitted by Canadian architects, critically situating them in the
development of international modernism in the early years of the post-war period. It argues
that the competition and its aftermath immeasurably impacted the form and production of
architecture and public space in Canada and engendered modernity’s immense popularity
among the Canadian public in the decades that followed.
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Issues in First Nations Architecture / Questions en architecture des Premières nations
“The Cinematic Space of Indian Residential Schools”
Magdalena Milosz, Independent Scholar
An understudied aspect of the Indian Residential School (IRS) system in Canada has been its
architecture, which was shaped by architects of the federal Department of Indian Affairs
starting in the early twentieth century. Now variously demolished, abandoned, or reused, the
built remnants of this bureaucratic apparatus have also appeared in narrative cinema as sets for
the stories of cultural confusion, assimilation, and abuse of Indigenous children. My paper will
examine the interplay between the ostensible objectivity of architectural drawings and the
emotional subjectivity of film depictions of the IRS. Based on archival research and analyses of
the films Cold Journey (1975), Where the Spirit Lives (1989), and We Were Children (2013), all of
which were filmed at former IRS, I will consider the value of the moving image in enhancing
knowledge of these institutional architectures, especially what spaces this medium can fill in
the dearth of scholarship. An investigation of this centralized mode of architectural production
aims to complement other research and testimony to assemble a fuller picture of how the IRS
functioned and the personal and political consequences they wrought. In addition, I will
consider the architectural representation of the residential school in a fourth film, Rhymes for
Young Ghouls (2013), and the films’ influence on the Canadian collective memory, especially in
the context of the imminent conclusion of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada.
“Missionary and Whaling Infrastructure in Late Nineteenth-Century Missions to the Inuit”
Emily Turner, University of Edinburgh
The second half of the nineteenth century was marked by rapid expansion of missionary activity
into Canada’s North in an attempt to evangelize First Nations communities. The immediate
architectural result of this expansion was the growth of mission station complexes, containing a
wide range of structures deemed necessary for evangelical activity, including churches, schools
and housing. Most of this development proceeded along European lines, using forms and
planning processes familiar to the missionaries operating the stations. This, however, was not
the case in two key Anglican mission stations aimed at evangelizing the Inuit in the Far North:
Herschel Island, Yukon, and Blacklead Island, Nunavut.
This paper will examine the ways in which the development of physical infrastructure for
missionary activity was approached in the establishment of these two stations between 1890
and 1905. In particular, it will look at the ways in which missionaries stationed on these two
remote islands integrated pre-existing structures from overwinter whaling with Inuit building
techniques to create complex, multi-traditional spaces from which to disseminate the gospel
message. These spaces were radically different from their counterparts in more southerly areas
of the Yukon and Northwest Territories which focussed on both the replication of a European
norm and the aesthetic differentiation between missionary and commercial space. This paper
will address this shift towards a new methodology that occurred in the missions to the Inuit and
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attempt to draw conclusions as to the factors which influenced this alternative development of
space.
The House and its Representations / La demeure et ses représentations
“Modern Domesticity as Consumer Choice: The T. Eaton Company’s House Displays 19261950”
Susan Haight, Carleton University
During the interwar years the T. Eaton Company, Toronto’s largest department store,
constructed a number of life-sized model home displays in an effort to market furniture and
house furnishings to a range of consumers. In adopting this merchandizing strategy, the retailer
drew on precedents from various European and United States sources, such as the Daily Mail’s
annual Ideal Home exhibitions and Wanamaker’s New York department store. Naturally,
however, Eaton’s displays reflected the store managers’ understanding of their local market.
Thrift House (1926-1950) was designed to appeal to budget-conscious homeowners, while the
Ideal Ontario House (1930-1938) was aimed at more affluent Torontonians. The House of Today (1929) targeted a smaller demographic: those willing to experiment with art moderne
furnishings. Clearly the primary purpose of the displays was to sell household goods, but they
also represented Eaton’s attempt to give material form to particular visions of modern
domesticity. The houses sold ideas as well as things: ideas about standards of living,
appropriate spending habits, fashion, and the meaning of home.
While some visual documentation of these models exists, it is fragmentary because of the
ephemeral nature of display architecture. Fortunately, however, it is possible to tease out
information about Eaton’s representational goals from the store’s daily advertising and internal
documents about their creation and periodic redecoration. At a time when department stores
were dominant trendsetters, these sources allow the reconstruction of the spectrum of
material and ideological choices available to Torontonians attempting to define their own forms
of domesticity in a ‘city of homes.’
“Framing Narratives: An Examination of Women’s Histories in the Wyatt Historic House
Museum”
Leanne Gaudet, Carleton University
My paper specifically focuses on the Wyatt Historic House Museum, located in Summerside,
Prince Edward Island, as a case study that critiques the inclusion and exclusion of certain
histories in house museums in the region. The Wyatt House, built in 1867, belonged to the
prominent Wyatt family until 1998 after the passing of one of the Wyatt’s daughters, Wanda,
who lived to be one hundred and two years old. Abiding to Wanda’s wishes following her
passing, her cherished, private family home was converted into a fully furnished public house
museum by the city of Summerside. This paper aims to examine the effective representation of
women’s histories through the interpretation of artefacts in this particular house museum.
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Many historic house museums and sites in Atlantic Canada focus on prominent male figures in
relation to military, political or industrial histories; largely ignoring women’s histories outside of
domestic themes. The Wyatt Historic House Museum, I will argue, includes representations of
the domestic role of women during the Victorian and Edwardian Periods, but it also goes
beyond this exploration of women’s histories to exhibit more complex narratives. Specifically,
gendered issues surrounding women’s education, community involvement, and health issues
are explored in the house. This paper will address the effectiveness and importance of these
inclusions and examine how these histories are narrated through the original artefacts that are
on display in the home, the curatorial plan, and the museum’s interpretive tour guides.
Modernity and Tradition / Modernité et tradition
“Canadian Innovator in Modern Architectural Stained Glass: Marcelle Ferron”
Kathy Kranias, York University
In the post WWII era, the French Canadian artist Marcelle Ferron made radical innovations that
revolutionized stained glass for modern Canadian architecture. Motivated by her conviction in
the social role of art and the transformative power of coloured light, Ferron broke the
traditional barriers of stained glass design and production to introduce a new aesthetic. From
the 1960’s to the 1980’s, she collaborated with Superseal Corporation and several different
architects to seamlessly integrate industrial stained glass with secular architecture. The screenlike designs for public spaces connected the interiors to the city outside with their massive
transparent and translucent stained glass walls. The long friezes of abstract coloured glass
brought vitality to courthouses, metro stations, and hospitals, transforming the daily urban
experience of every person. Ferron’s aesthetic was most successful when she collaborated with
architects in the initial design phase of a building to integrate her stained glass with the site.
Working as an artist/designer, Ferron brought the revolutionary spirit of Les Automatists to the
new era in Quebec, crafting an aesthetic that merged the high art of modernist abstract
painting with technical skill and industrial manufacturing. Ferron followed the lead of post
WWII French and German artists who introduced abstract stained glass to public spaces, but
she leapt forward with her technical innovation, and in so doing made vital contributions to the
Canadian built environment and to the modern international movement in architectural stained
glass.
“Modernism and Anti-modernism in 1970s “Green” Architecture: the case of the Prince
Edward Island ARK”
Steven Mannell, Dalhousie University
The emergence of “Green” approaches to environmentally-conscious architecture in the 1970s
reflects and responds to a number of then-current events, including the OPEC oil crisis of 1973,
the international events and activism leading to the first “Earth Day” in 1970, the
counterculture youth movements of the 1960s, and lingering fears of atomic destruction fed by
the Cold War. Beneath these surface drivers lurk more long-standing cultural forces, including
the tension between the modernist drive toward globalizing social and technological
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“progress,” and anti-modernist nostalgia for tradition, place, and customary social order. The
PEI ARK, built in rural Prince Edward Island in 1975 by the New Alchemy Institute and Solsearch
Architects, funded by grants from Canada’s Federal Government, is a remarkable example of
early “green” architecture in its form, technologies and legacy. This presentation will unpack
the role of the contemporary trends noted above in the ARK story, and will consider the
complex and ambivalent mix of modernism and anti-modernism in the intentions of the ARK’s
creators, and in its reception by international architectural culture; the environmental
movement; various levels of government; and in the local communities of PEI.
“Housing Radio in Reconstruction Canada: The Architecture of the CBC”
Michael Windover, Carleton University
The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation truly came of age during the Second World War, and it
played significant cultural and socio-political roles in the Reconstruction years following the
conflict. While the impact of its on-air presence has been noted by historians, the material
presence of the CBC has been virtually ignored. The CBC, which had its own architecture
department, continued its prewar building campaign with the erection of new transmissions
stations and studios across the country. The buildings were modern and in some cases
resonated with the new homes and institutional buildings being designed and built in the
Reconstruction era. This paper investigates some of these overlooked edifices. Exploring the
nexus of radio, modernism, and “home,” I argue that the CBC’s postwar buildings played a part
in Reconstruction, perhaps even encouraging through built form a kind of integration of the
arts, as called for in the Massey-Levesque Report. As the number of “radio homes” jumped
dramatically, the CBC created homes for its national service, presenting a modern face for the
intimate publics assembled in the postwar period.
Heritage in Atlantic Canada / Le patrimoine des provinces atlantiques
“‘One-Eleven Heavy’ – Site, Memory, and Design on the Nova Scotian Coast”
Wayde Brown, University of Georgia
On September 2, 1998, Swissair Flight 111, enroute from New York to Geneva, crashed into the
ocean off the coast of Nova Scotia, and 229 people perished. The impact of this tragedy
extended beyond the victims’ worlds however, and many residents of the fishing villages on St.
Margaret’s Bay were directly engaged with the months-long recovery operation. Arguably, the
crash is one of the most profound events in the 250-year history of these communities. In 1999,
the Province of Nova Scotia designated, as special places, the actual crash site (off-shore), a
memorial site at Whalesback (near Peggy’s Cove), and a memorial and burial site at Bayswater.
Retired Chief Justice Lorne Clarke was charged with organizing a design competition for, and
overseeing the construction of, memorials at the two land sites.
This paper analyses these memorials within the context of ‘participatory commemorative art’.
First, the specific design elements that provoke, and accommodate, memory are discussed. The
design engages a range of sensory experience – visual, tactile, auditory and olfactory –
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accomplished through use of material, species planting, views, and pathway. Second, the paper
considers the degree to which these memorials create space within which both family members
and local residents can remember, and questions their longer-term relevance. The significant
body of literature which has emerged subsequent to Maya Lin’s 1982 Viet Nam Veteran’s
Memorial provides a framework for this discussion, and author interviews with Chief Justice
Clarke and Richard Earle, the designer of the memorials, are also referenced.
“The Many Voices of Heritage: Tangible and Intangible Perspectives on Ordinary
Architecture”
Meghann Jack, Memorial University
This paper moves beyond heritage simplicities to explore the myriad of contexts that create
many heritages. Acknowledging the rigidity of the architectural preservationist’s lens–– one
that focuses on the integrity of a building’s fabric–– this paper, rather, explores heritage at the
level of locality, wherein diverse and competing actions and interpretations shape the ways in
which buildings and landscapes are understood and experienced as objects of the past. Using
multiple case studies of farmsteads from communities in Northeastern Nova Scotia, the paper
addresses the disjunction of heritage conservation with everyday, living landscapes. From the
derelict or abandoned farm of memory, to the restored farmstead, to the modern and
industrialized dairy farm with remodeled, vinylized farmhouse, these spaces become entrées
into understanding local cultural attitudes towards built heritage and its wider, intangible
meanings. These attitudes–– oftentimes in conflict with those of preservationists––privilege a
living heritage that is rooted in the intangible rather than the tangible dimensions of
architecture. Change and transformation, therefore, become crucial to maintaining the spirit of
place in the reality of post-agricultural decline.
“Retreats from the Town: Cottage and Villa in Regency Conception Bay, Newfoundland”
Gerald Pocius, Memorial University
In the early nineteenth century, Newfoundland’s landscape was transforming from migratory
fishery to formal colony. One of the most prosperous areas of the colony was Conception Bay,
containing the towns of Harbour Grace and Carbonear. Merchants there were at the forefront
of this transformation. William Innott and Robert Pack, two of these figures, lived in modest
Georgian townhouses. But it was the rural retreats they built—and surviving today--that reveal
most about their aspirations to foster a local gentry. Innott built a rural “cottage”--a modest
centre-chimney two-room plan house, sparse in finish, plain in design, drawing on pastoral farm
ideals. Pack built a house of style and entertainment, derived from the fashionable classical
villas of the day.
This 1830s Conception Bay architecture, then, raises many questions. How were the lives of
these men structured around townhouse and rural residence? What forces influenced the
desire for genteel spaces beyond the town? What were the realities of the Regency townscape
leading to the creation of a pastoral landscape, a landscape that appropriated the romantic
architectural forms of the day: the cottage and the villa? Pack’s villa and Innott’s cottage
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became a dialogue about town disorder and countryside order. More fundamentally, the choice
of building types—cottage or villa—reveals how the rural was imagined in early nineteenth
century Newfoundland.
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The Geoffrey and Joan Simmins Fund
Last year, Geoffrey and Joan Simmins approached the Society for the Study of Architecture in
Canada with an extraordinarily generous offer to establish a new student travel fund to help
students attend our conference. Geoffrey and Joan pledged to match every dollar donated to
this fund, to a maximum of $20,000 – which would result in a total fund of $40,000. The goal
was to enable students from across the country to join our meetings and experience the
scholarship, community and passion that is the SSAC.
Nurturing student excellence has always been at the heart of the SSAC mandate. Thanks to the
Geoffrey and Joan Simmins fund, many more students will be able join the SSAC family for years
to come.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of those who donated to the Geoffrey and
Joan Simmins Fund to date:
Geoffrey and Joan Simmins
Peter Coffman
Pierre DuPrey
Daniel Millette
Marie Josée Therrien
Nicolas Miquelon
Howard Shubert
James Maddigan
Leslie Maitland
Judy Larmour
Rhodri Windsor-Liscombe
David McLay
Harold and Linda Kalman
D.R. Chalykoff
Wayde Brown
Alexander Topps
Susan Algie

Marco Polo
Robert Mellin
E. Lam
Michael McClelland
Douglas Wright
Austin Parsons
Michael Windover
Alec Brown
Andrew Waldron
David Winterton
Kathy Kranias
Candace Iron
Bridget Elliot
Shirley Ann Brown
Robert Boyer
Steven Mannell
Marilyn Williams

The SSAC would also like to acknowledge the contribution of the following association to the
Geoffrey and Joan Simmins Fund:
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